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THE WARMTH WITHIN 

touch me with your hand
 my dear
pull me close
 against your chest

hold me in your arms
 my dear
your heartbeat
 giving me rest

let my hands
 my dear
caress your skin
       feeling the warmth
 my dear
 the warmth within

let me lie curled
 my dear
your back
 touching mine

let me feel
 my dear
you turn 
 and find 

that I welcome
 my dear
your gentle hands
 on my face  head
  neck  back
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let me stroke
 my dear
your warm skin
       and feel
 the warmth
 within

let me feel
 my dear
you feel my skin
 and the warmth
 within

let me caress
 my dear
your strong back
 your hips
 everything
  my dear

let me feel
 my dear
you feel my skin
 and the warmth
 within

let me feel
 my dear
your gentle hands
 on my face  head
  neck  back
  everywhere

my dear
your hands on my skin
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feeling
my dear
 my heartbeat
 my breath
 my desire
  my dear
 from deep within
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let your mouth
 my dear
seek mine

let your tongue
 my dear
push against mine

feel my gentle
 caress
feel my loving
 tenderness

let our loving
 my dear
touch more than the skin

feel the warmth
the growing warmth
the love and the warmth
 within
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STOP WAIT GO

Stop
 my heart is aching
Stop
 my heart is waiting

Hold 
 I've stopped breathing
Cold
 Can't you see how
  your love wakens
    my being
   every atom of me freeing

Cold
 Can't stop shaking
Bold
 yet fearful waiting

Hot
and
Warm
and 
Loving

Stop
 my heart is racing

Stop
 desire is lacing
  my blood with fire
   making
  me bold
  yet quiet
  letting the love that's breaking
   sweep through me
  taking
   me to closeness
     nearness
  love
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Go
 I'm not leaving
Go
 Keep believing

Go on until
 we meet
  in loving

that Stops
 the aching
Soothes
 the heart

making
  more
 closeness breaking
 through
  to my heart

Your heart beating

Two
 bodies meeting
  gentle
  caressing
 the touch
   a blessing
  a loving
   meeting

 lasting
  fleeting
 then repeating
  holding
 making
  the deepest greeting

 until
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Stop
Hold
Go
 and take me
  in your arms
  your life
  your heart
 making
  more
   than one plus one
 making
  a love
   that flows throughout time

Let me love you
 sweetheart of mine

Stop
Wait
 Floodgates are breaking
 sweeping away the hesitating
 Hold me close
 I've been feeling loving
    lately

Stop
Go    on with the loving

Hold me close
 Hold me close
  Hold me close
Let me break free
 of waiting
  hesitating

Wait
 for me
  as I lie trembling
 in your arms
  hoping   remembering
   your tender loving
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Hold
 me  I know you're staying

Wait
 There's still no saying
  where this flow will take us
 but no use complicating
  this game of love we're playing
   with fears
    you'll be betraying
     me
     or you
   better things to do

Love
 I feel safety

Love 
 is what's generating
  slowly
  quickly
  thinly
  thickly

Stop 
Wait 
Go on
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IF WE KEEP FLIRTING

I'm not confused
I'm uncertain
If we keep flirting
Could it be
Could we be making
    creating
 this thing called love?

I'm uncertain
 hesitating
My heart is waiting

I'm not confused
I have mixed feelings
Are the cards dealing
us hands with hearts?
Could we be making
    creating
 this thing called love?

I'm not certain
But I am hoping
If we keep stroking
Could it be
Could we be making
    creating
 this thing called love?

There is attraction
and there is friction
     contradictions
 Nothing certain
Things keep shifting
 There are blunders
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Yet could it be
If we keep flirting
If we keep stroking
Not too many blunders
That we'll be drifting
 to this thing called love?

Contradictions
and friction
Attraction
and action
Flirting
Uncertain

Could it be
Not like lightning
Not like thunder
But by to and froing
We are going
 quite some wonder
Toward making
 creating
This thing called love?

Ever closer
 But I'm unsure of
Ever warmer
 But there are blunders
We move farther
  apart
 Rumblings
 Grumblings
Do we start
  leaving

Or could it be
 by to and froing
 that we are going
  toward
 making
 creating
  this thing called love?
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It might be
up to us

And that is frightening
More than a bolt of lightning
  a flash of passion
To think
 we might be choosing
 not just losing
  our heads
To think
 we might be choosing
 to go ahead
  toward
 making 
 creating
  this thing called love

And yet it's become true
I do love you
  sort of
and you love me too
  sort of

even though I'm still uncertain
 how well we fit
 if this is It

Yet if there's a choice
with my heart and my voice
I'd like to keep flirting
 stoking
  the inside fire
 building
  the desire
 choosing
  to be losing
   my head
 choosing
  to be making
   creating
  this thing called love
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CONFUSION

Confusion
This thing leaves me reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
My feeling is confusion
Will it be yes
 Will it be no

Confusion

While you are certain
But I am reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
About will it be yes
 Will it be no

I'm unsure

My heart has stayed
 quiet
 on the sidelines
 waiting
 hesitating

Yes or no?
All systems go?
All systems wait?
I hesitate
I'm unsure
Could I have more
 with another?
Or could you be
 enough for me?

Confusion

No solution
 But to wait
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Confusion
This thing leaves me reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
My feeling is confusion
Eyes closed
 this feels enough
Then my eyes open
Hard to love
 just one face

Eyes open
 I'm groping
  to see
  if I could feel
  love enough

You say
 you love me
but will there be
 love enough
between
 you and me
so we can breach
what keeps us split
what keeps me
 hesitating
 unsure

Confusion
This thing leaves me reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
My feeling is confusion

and also love
tenderness
I rest
 in your arms
stillness
 from deep within
stillness
 as we touch
 skin to skin
silence
stillness
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hold me close
almost
 as if
  this could stay
 always

maybe
this love
 will be enough

hold me close
peace
while I
 hesitate

Confusion
No solution

 But to wait
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COME WASTE MY TIME

Come waste my time
Come play with me
Come hold me close
But don't you mind

If I later leave
to wander back
on my own time

 I've got all day
 so come and play
  Come waste my time

Come stir my fire 
Come waste my time
Come hold me close
But don't you mind

If I let go
reheat the flames
on my own time

 I've got all day
 to waste away
  Come waste my time

Come fan my fire
Come waste my time
Go easily
Fuel my desire

And don't you mind
if we catch fire
Come waste   come waste   my time

 Come play with me
 Come play with fire
  Come waste   come waste   my time
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And don't you mind
if we catch fire
if I pull you close
closer to me

Come play with me
Come play with fire

I've got all day
  to waste our time
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WILD TAME

A walk on the wild side
A stroll on the tame
Strong and forceful
and then all the same
too gentle for words
too soft to feel true

Can it be for real
this combination
the wild and the tame
this walk on the wild side
and this tender reaching

touch hard on the skin
touch sure of pleasing

My body opens
to this touch to my skin
this pleasure
not tender
this pleasure
hard yet tender
reaching me
deep within

And then gentle
so loving
light soft caressing
melting my heart 
like the hard touch
melts my body
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both touches reaching
each increasing
the love
and the love feeling
the urgency
and waiting
the openness
to this loving
this changing touching
both outside
and deep within
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THE GENTLY FALLING RAIN

The gently falling rain
 slowly wets the ground
The softly drifting snow
 accumulates in mounds
With the slow-forming evening dew
 the country glistens like new
And the quietly shirring sand
 reshapes the strand
While I slowly gaze around
 to see where I stand
 to take in
  the lie of the land
  the truths I can unearth
  the hopes and fears
  for whatever it's worth
  the lie of the land

The gentle rain
 seeps and soaks
The gentle snow
 floats and coats
The evening dew
 invigorates
The shifting sand
 infiltrates

Sometimes a gale
 is exciting
Sometimes a blizzard
 is delighting
Strong gusts
 clear the air
Lightning lights up
 the atmosphere
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But for now I prefer
the gentle rain
 which slowly wets
  the ground
and your gently holding arms
 which reach all around
  me
I'm glad I found you
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IT COULD BE MAGIC WITH YOU

it could be magic 
   with you
 rabbits from a hat
 home runs from a bat
 puppies from a cat
 a couple from a chat
 it could be all that
it could be magic
   with you

it could be tragic
   with you
 rats and vampire bats
 no spare and two flats
 snacks of old socks
 the school of hard knocks
 and even triple that
it could be tragic
   with you

nine rabbits from a hat
forty-two vampire bats
 circling in a flap

eighteen rabbits from a hat
eighty-four vampire bats
 squeaking like rats

it could be 
it could be
it could be

it could be magic
   with you
 an egg from my ear
 bills disappear
it could be magic
   with you
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it could be tragic 
   with you
 a rat from the nose
 clap, a triple dose
it could be tragic
   with you

it could be lilacs
   with you
 quaint home in a lane
 wild roses, spring rain
it could be lilacs
   with you

it could be teardrops 
   with you
 anger and chains
 struggling in vain
it could be teardrops
   with you

it could be 
 cabbage on a hat
 cows balancing on that
it could be cupcakes
   with you

are you 
 too good to be true?

will it be
 love undisguised
 or deceit and lies?

it could be all that
 magic from a hat
 or crack, love snaps

it could be magic with you
it could be tragic with you
it could be all that
it could be magic with you
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it's all too new
nothing to do
but continue

'cause I hope 
 for magic 
  with you

there's magic
 let it 
  continue

could be 
 lilacs
could be
 daffodils with you

could be 
 magic
could be
 tragic with you 

could be
could be
could be

it could be magic
   with you
 a nuzzling giraffe
 love and a laugh
 a three-hour bath
 a sunset path
 it could be all that

it could be tragic
   with you
 arsenic in a vat
 a yowl yowl yowling cat
 a snake in a hat
 with three rats and a bat
 and triple that
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let it be magic
  through the night
  morning bright
  daylight

help me make it magic
  through the night
  morning bright
  daylight

help it     continue
  cabbage on a hat
  cows balanced on that 

I choose 
  closeness with you
  to rub up some magic with you
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THERE’S SOMETHING I HAVE TO SAY

there's something I have to say

honey there's moon rise
there's star rise
then sun rise
and honey
there's something I have to say

there's something
honey there's something
I have to say

there's moon rise
there's star rise
there's sun rise
and there's something I have to say

whenever I start
whenever I plan
no words come out

now there's something I have to say

there's moon rise
there's star rise
there's sun rise
and I

honey I

have something I have to say

I've planned this
I've jammed
I've thought this
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tonight I am

I am going to say

the something I have to say

honey there's something
I have to say

like the star right at sunset
the first star, star bright

honey there's something I have to say

if I have
if I have
my wish I might

have you tell me

yes tonight

honey

there's something I have to say

like the first star at sunset

star light, star bright
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if I have
if I have my wish tonight

you will tell me

yes

tonight

honey there's something I have to say

will you be mine     forever

as of tonight
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IT'S THE FIRST TIME YOU'VE TOLD ME

Hug me, hold me 
 Hug me, you've told me 
You've told me you love me 
  tonight

Kiss me, hold me 
 For the first time you've told me 
for you it's forever tonight

Embrace me, hold me
 Embrace me, you've told me 
You'll love me forever 
  tonight
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ALIENS HAVE LANDED

Aliens have landed
 at the movies
 in my dreams
 in my head
 and my life

They come in peace
 destroy the world
 rupture chests
 devour, invade
 overthrow, save
 are just like us
 have alien gifts

Take your pick

In my dream
 they're at the door
 I quickly hide
 the radio beacon
 I've used to call them
 inside 
 icing

That takes the cake

  Icing
     a sweet but frosty exterior
   like mine when I am afraid
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I am afraid

they come to raid
     invade
     betray
   my hope
   my trust

 will use my signal just
  to fulfill
   an evil lust
    for death

Aliens have landed
 at the movies
 in my dreams
 in my life

They come in peace
 destroy the world
 rupture chests
 devour, invade
 overthrow, save
 are just like us
 have alien gifts

We do not know

In my dream
 I take the cake
 and then I break
  into laughter
 quaking
  shaking
   awakening
    to joy
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And in life
 someone
  wants me
  wants me
   to be
 -- alien concept --
    his wife

Yet I did invite
 him into my
   life

and now he wants me
   wants me
   to be

    an alien concept

It leaves me reeling
It's not unappealing

Yet I am afraid
 he will betray
   my hopes and longings

I hide my fears 
 under warmth, silence, icing

My radio beacon waits
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TIME FOR THE HOUSE BY THE RIVER

I want to live with you
 in a house by the river
  the shyest violets
   in the twilight
  the darkest greens
   on the island
    in the river

I want to give you
  my love
  my loving

Time for building
     and refining
   the plans and the designing
     buying lumber
     and then constructing
so next summer
 if we're lucky
 we'll live in our 
  house by the river 

that house that
 lives inside me
I'll build it
 with you
We'll build it
 and reside there
in our house
 by the river

heavy breezes
 by the river
 bring me to dreaming
of our house
 that we'll be building
 by the river
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large white-framed windows
a glassed-in veranda
flowing water until winter
rustling leaves in the darkness
near that house 
that lives inside me
time to build 
and reside there
that house
by the river

I want to live with you
 in a house by the river
  the shyest violets
   in the twilight
  the darkest greens
   on the island
    in the river

I want to give you
  my love
  my loving

Time for building
     and refining
   the plans and the designing
     buying lumber
     and then constructing 
so next summer -- 
 I feel so lucky --
 we'll live in our 
  house by the river 
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DO YOU LONG FOR ME TENDERLY

do you long for me tenderly
do you long for my embrace

do you long for me tenderly
do you long to touch softly
 your palm to my face

do you long to hold me
do you long to caress

do you long to love me
 with tenderness

do you long for me
do you long for me tenderly

do you long

do you hold in your heart
 a thousand memories
  of loving me

do you love me

do you long for me
     long for me
     long for me tenderly

do you long to touch
     your hand to my face

do you long to embrace
     to embrace me tenderly
     gently caressing 

do you long for me?
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WHITE CHOCOLATE 
AND HOT FUDGE SAUCE

White chocolate and hot fudge sauce
What in the world am I thinking of?
Coconut cream and banana splits
D'you want to come for a skinny dip?

Mmm mmm mmmmmmm
Hot chocolate and banana cream
Honey, honey bunny, you are my dream
Summer strolling down daydream lane
Honey, honey bunny, I'm gone again
To butterscotch ripple and vanilla shakes
Coffee toffee and a dip in the lake

To white chocolate and hot fudge sauce
What in the world am I thinking of?
Coconut cream and banana splits
D'you want to come for a  skinny dip?

Mmm mmm mmmmmmmm
A skinny dip in the lake in the dark
The two of us splashing throwing off sparks
Then on to the beach and the ice cream shack
Soft ice cream in a chocolate wrap
Raspberry ice in soda pop
Caramel sundae with a cherry on top

Mmm, honey bunny, I just can't stop

Vanilla caramel strawberry cream
Sugar, sugar baby, it does seem
I love my honey bunny 
You are so sweet
Mocha espresso cappuccino flambe
Couldn't be better in any way
Than white chocolate and hot fudge sauce
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HEART BREAKING OPEN WIDE

like a grown-up bride
ready to commit
 with joy and pride
feeling so very full inside
like the sea at the highest tide

that will draw back
 opening wide
a stretch of beach
 for footprints made
  side by side
and then swirl inland
 a rushing tide

oh I feel so much
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LOVE IS MY KIND OF TANGLE

roulette makes my nerves jangle
poker plays are not my angle
casino games can't hold a candle

   to love

love is my kind of gamble
love is my kind of tangle
I'm winning more than I can handle

   love tangle
   love tango

caught up in the brambles
snagged when on a ramble
I didn't need    even a preamble

   to love 

   love tangle
   love tango

   love wild
   love mild
   love returned
    to me

my feet step on your shoes
I get ready to sing the blues
then you    whisper the news

   you love
   you love   me

   love tangle
   love tango
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I've tried
 alone
 pride
 cool
 snide
And I can't hide

cool cat can't hold a candle
     to love
distant glamor fades beside
     love

love is my kind of gamble
love is my kind of tangle
I'm winning more than I can handle
love is    my style

   tame and mild
   deep and wild

   love tangle
   love tango

the cold shoulder keeps apart
the icy stare cuts the heart
blasé snubs frost the air 
distant glamor wears and tears

   love 

ooh, the cold shoulder chills the heart
snobs lose before they start

   love 

   tame and mild
   deep and wild

   love tangle
   love tango

   gentle, scary
   seering, daring

   filling the heart

   love
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love is my kind of gamble
love is my kind of tangle
I'm winning all that I can handle

   love tangle
   love tango

   love wild
   love mild
   love returned
    to me
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ALWAYS ALWAYS

always always
 you will be my lover
never never
 another
because always
 I will love you
  always

always always 
 you will be my lover
never never
 will bother
 flirting with another
because always always
 I will love you
                           always

never deceive you
never leave you
            always cleave to you
because always always
               you will be my lover

not sometimes
this is forever
I will never
              leave you
              deceive you
I will cleave to
                    you

because always always
        I will love you
               above all others
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never could be another
never could bother
because always and forever
       I could never
               leave you
               deceive you

because
      I will forever
               cleave to
                        you
                     my lover

always always
      you will be my lover
not sometimes
forever
      I will love you
               always
           my forever lover
 

this, this is my heaven
in your arms forever
       always my lover
 

I could never search for another
I could never flirt with another
       because I so love you
               and will love you
                           always

I could never betray you
'cause I so want to stay
       I so want to be with you
               I so love you
           could never leave you
               could never deceive you
           will always be true
               because I so
                       love you
                                 always forever
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I will always need you
      because I need to
               love you
       to feel how I love you
              because I love you

I will never leave you
       because I feel too much love
               for you
       and will
                always forever
                always forever
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READY TO SETTLE

Leave me in this eddy
     in this idle tidal pool

I am ready 
 to settle
 not to settle for
 to settle with
 to settle down
 to settle into
  a steady
   loving
    with you

I am steady
 in an eddy
floating 
 on a float

Gentle rocking
 from wavelets lapping

Gentle rustling
 from leaves brushing

while I'm steady
 never better
 like butter soaking
 into toast

and I'm ready
 like flannel bedding
 that keeps me
 warm as toast

Leave me in this eddy
     in this idle tidal pool
I need your steady loving
     as time flows by
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And I want you to know

I am ready
  steady
 to settle
 not to settle for
 to settle with
   down
   into
  a steady 
   loving
    with you

Sometimes
I unsettle
 the settling
Sometimes
you pull back
we lose track
crack 
 the steady loving

But I need you to know
I am ready
 for the steady
     settled
    living with you

I am aching
 for the steady
     settled 
     living with you

Autumn sunshine
 heats the coolness
Leaves glow
 tinged with brown
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as I'm steady
 floating
 coasting 
 soaking
  in the sun

Toast
 with jam and butter
 with juice and coffee
 with yogurt and fresh fruit
   is settling in my stomach

while I'm readying
 for lunch
while I'm holding steady
 in an eddy
floating
 on a float

Leave me in this eddy
     in this idle tidal pool
I bask in your steady loving
     as time flows by

And I want you to know
I am ready
  steady
 to settle
 not to settle for
 to settle with
 to settle down
 to settle into
  a steady 
   loving
    with you

You move
with determination
across the field
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stand steady
on the shore
watch me floating
on the float
in the eddy

You're unsure
should you get wet?
but you breathe
contentment
in and out

Our gazes meet
hold steady

Ready
 Ready
 Steady

Ready to settle
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RELAXED IN MY CENTER

I feel relaxed in my center
   steady and centered
   at ease with being me

Yes
I feel unmasked in my center
   ready from my center
   to reach and still be free

seeing you 
   steady in your center
   relaxed in your center
   being yourself with me

Yet we're ready
     passionately
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
    to join together
     ardently
 to have a heady diet
    of luxurious
     intimacy
 I wouldn't often try it
    it's so unlike my everyday
     me

But it sure is a pleasure
something that I treasure
     enormously

Yet I still 
feel relaxed in my center
   steady in my center
   easy with being me

and then we're moving together
     emotionally
     intellectually
     physically
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and then we part for a while
in our steady relaxed style

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
 yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

ready
   to play and to join
   in the evening and the morn
   to know and be known
     intimately

   to plan and to play
   day by day
   in our own special way
     passionately
     casually
     variously

I feel unmasked in my center
   ready from my center
   to love and still feel free

seeing you 
   steady in your center
   relaxed in your center
   loving from your center
   being yourself with me

Then once again we're ready
     delightfully
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
    to join together
     ardently
 and later we are silent
 you do your thing I do my thing
 pottering
     comfortably
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I feel relaxed in my center
   steady in my center
   easy with being me

seeing you 
   steady in your center
   relaxed in your center
   easy being with me

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

you do your thing I do my thing
and sometimes we do our thing

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh
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HEAVY BREEZES

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

I feel your nearness
You’re approaching
 I know it
this evening as every evening

I am waiting
You're approaching

evening coolness barely starting
air barely moving
 against my skin

dusk in the city
dust on leaves
 on balcony railings
 on geraniums
  still deep red

shadows longer than buildings
windows closed to keep in coolness

but my window is open

I know you’re coming

quiet in the evening
traffic hum steady
geraniums bright red

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

the window's open
the back door's open
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I'm on the balcony
came home early
made iced tea
 with lemon slices

now a book lies beside me
soft cover bent wide open

I look upward 
 at the twilight
 at ivy dark 
  against a darkened wall

I am waiting
 content   easy
feel you approaching

I am waiting
I know you're coming
 perhaps at a corner
 light red
 engine idling
 groceries on the seat beside you
 you easy 
  sure of me

the light changes

I am waiting
 reading
 or not reading
 idling
 a book beside me

we're past the crossroads in our loving
no more doubting

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams
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I lean back 
breathe deeply
gaze at rooftops
 at brick buildings
 fire escapes
I don't want escape

I think of supper
   salad
   strawberries
   you on the balcony
   beside me
    us side by side
    in bed
    idle
    in the langor
    of the summer's sultry stillness

We're past the crossroads in our loving
  past the doubting
  in steady loving

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams

I am dreaming
 your fingers on my arm
  barely touching
  like hints of breezes
   in summer twilight

wrought iron railing
 warm to the touch
  like your loving

steady loving
homecoming steady
summer heat
lives intertwining
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I am waiting
you're approaching

the book lies beside me
soft cover bent wide open
my eyes close

I am waiting
 content   easy

shadows long
twilight nearing

you are coming
    maybe waiting
   on a corner
   light red
   cars idling
       you smiling
   sure of me

We're past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting

I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

I feel your nearness
   your approaching

this evening as every evening

Heavy breezes
 bring sleepy eyelids
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams
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iced tea on the balcony
 slowly warming
bricks still heat-filled
 slowly cooling

summer heat
air still heavy
but not our loving

sultry heat
with heavy breezes
brings us to loving
     deeper than in my dreams

windows wide open
wrought iron railing
 warm like the brick
traffic steady
 like our loving

we're past the crossroads
light on green

light from windows 
 barely starting
I am waiting
 know you're approaching
  slow and easy

I am waiting 
 sure and easy
you are coming
 sure of me

I feel your nearness
   your approaching
this evening as every evening

you will be home
we'll make supper
love in the nighttime

We're past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
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I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams
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COMFY AS A PILLOW

I feel comfy as a pillow
   relaxed as a willow
   soft and yet sturdy as can be

I feel unmasked like a hero
   heart open to the one love
   unguarded and safe as can be

seeing you
   comfy as a cushion
   relaxed as a mushroom
   deliciously cozy with me

Yet we're ready
     passionately
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
    to join together
     ardently
 to have a heady diet
    of luxurious
     intimacy
 I wouldn't often try it
    it's so unlike my everyday
     me

But it sure is a pleasure
something that we treasure
     enormously

Yet I still 
feel relaxed as a yogi
   meditating on a lotus
   chanting interminably

and then we're moving together
     emotionally
     intellectually
     physically
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and then we part for a while
in our steady relaxed style

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
 yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

ready
   to play and to join
   in the evening and the morn
   to know and be known
     intimately

   to plan and to play
   day by day
   in our own special way
     passionately
     casually
     variously

I feel at home to the core
   ready and some more
   to love and still feel free

seeing you 
   comfy as a cushion
   relaxed as a mushroom
   deliciously cozy with me

Then once again we're ready
     delightfully
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
    to join together
     ardently
 and later we are silent
 you do your thing I do my thing
 pottering
     comfortably

I feel unmasked like a hero
   heart open to the one love
   unguarded and safe as can be
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seeing you 
   steadily my ally
   relaxed as a valley
   at home being with me

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
 yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

you do your thing I do my thing
and sometimes we do our thing

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
 yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh
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EASY

Easy in the morning light
  easy at dawn
I wake up and see you
  light touching your face
  light brushing your arm

     I feel easy

with you beside me
 I know where I belong
     I'm easy

Once more I sleep easy
 'cause I trust our love
      rest in our love

Easy in the morning
as we rest side by side
Easy as I'm sleeping
knowing we belong

  so    so   easy
        easy

Easy with the rising sun
  easy from the start
I stretch    and hug you
  warmth filling my chest
  warmth reaching my heart

     I feel easy

with you in my life 
 I know where I belong
     I'm easy

sliding along easy
 'cause I trust our love
      rest in our love
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Easy in the daylight
as we start on our way
Easy as we're leaving 
knowing we belong
  so    so   easy
        easy

Easy in the evening light
  easy at dusk
I laugh    and hold you
  to feel your soft touch
  I love you so much

     I feel easy

with you in my arms
 I know where I belong
     I'm easy

All the way through    easy 
 'cause we trust our love
   rest in our love

Easy in the evening
with you warm in my arms 
Easy    just being 
knowing we belong

  so    so   easy
        easy

 because we trust our love
        rest in our love

  I love you so much

  so    so   easy
        easy
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when  written 

THE WARMTH WITHIN
June 9, 1994 

STOP WAIT GO
May 16, 1996

IF WE KEEP FLIRTING
October 29, 1994

CONFUSION
September 4, 1994

COME WASTE MY TIME
Feb 12, 1997,  Mar 1, 1997, Jan 19, 2001

WILD TAME
August 24, 1994

THE GENTLY FALLING RAIN
December 25, 1995

IT COULD BE MAGIC WITH YOU
May 26, 1997

THERE’S SOMETHING I HAVE TO SAY
June 23, 2008

IT’S THE FIRST TIME YOU’VE TOLD ME
June 11, 2010

ALIENS HAVE LANDED
July 22, 1996
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TIME FOR THE HOUSE BY THE RIVER
January 1997

DO YOU LONG FOR ME TENDERLY
September 28, 2009

WHITE CHOCOLATE AND HOT FUDGE SAUCE
July 7, 2000

HEART BREAKING OPEN WIDE
June 13, 1994

LOVE GAMBLE
January 16, 1997

ALWAYS ALWAYS
October 19, 2009

READY TO SETTLE
September 21, 1996

RELAXED IN MY CENTER
June 5, 1994

HEAVY BREEZES
May 26, 1997

COMFY AS A PILLOW
June 5, 1994

EASY
Nov 17, 1996, Feb 4, 1997
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Contact Elsa

STAY IN TOUCH - FREE UPDATES
click here

MORE POEMS
click here

COMMENTS
click here

INTERVIEW ELSA
click here
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